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HIGHER EDUCATION AS A SPECIALIZED FIELD OF STUDY:
A REVIEW AND INTERPRETATION OF THE LITERATURE*

Collins W. Burnettl
Professor of Higher Education

University of Kentucky

I. Introduction

Trying to decide whether higher education is a specialized
field of study is like deciding whether some Latin Averican
country is pro democracy or pro communism. It is easy to ar-
rive at "yes" or "no" to either situation, depending on one's
bias. However, in order to arrive at some valid and meaningful
conclusion there must be an understanding of what is involved,
a rationale, and some viable approach to information. The
basic approach in this paper is to review the literature, ar-
rive at tentative conclusions, and form recommendations.

Higher education refers to all post secondary educational
programs of organized learning experiences which lead to a rec-
ognized degree. Both two-year and four-year colleges are in-
cluded in this consideration.'. Although we are inclined to use
'higher education" as a unit term to which many concepts and
principles apply, the truth is that, other than the three
primary elements in the academic community (students, faculty,
and administrators), there is scarcely any universal dimension
that can be identified except that of diversity. Under con-
sideration is the gamut of small, large, liberal arts, state
colleges, land grant universities, church related, private, co-
educational, men's colleges, women's colleges, commuter type,
residence type, single purpose, multi-purpose, professional
schools, and graduate schools.

*Note. Presented here is a substantially condensed version
(only about one-half) of the content of Dr. Burnett's original
manuscript.

1The writer expresses his thanks to those who contributed
leads and materials: Dr. John W. Gustad, Dr. Arthur Higgins,
Dr. Earl J. McGrath, Dr. James L. Miller, Jr., Dr. J. A. Sorrells,
Dr. Maurice Troyer, and Dr. Dyckman Vermilye. He also acknow-
ledges the help and support of three doctoral students in the
Department of Higher and Adult Education, University of Kentucky:
Charles Ainsworth, Diane Maynard, and Samuel Rodgers.
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According to the Saturday Review, there were 2,556 univer-sities, colleges, and FinT5FEolleges in the United States in1971. There were approximately 8,390,000 full-time and part-time students enrolled that year for credit toward degrees.

This 1971 magnitude of higher education is a far reach fromthe founding of Harvard in 1636, nearly 350 years ago. Americanhigher education is something old, something borrowed, and some-thing new. As Rudolph (1965) pointed out, Harvard did not justhappen; it was planned. Not only was it planned for a purposebut as a model based on Oxford and Cambridge. It set the pat-
tern for curriculum for nearly 200 years. The trivium withancient languages became the basic program for the undergraduate
area; advanced studies included the quadrivium with some mentalphilosophy, moral philosophy, and natural philosophy.

In the last half of the nineteenth century, as a result ofthe Morrill Act and the influence of the German universities,
the true character of the American university appeared throughthe mist--a German graduate school and research center super-imposed on an English college of undergraduate studies in artsand sciences with corridors leading to professional schools.

It remained for President Harper at the University of
Chicago to add tne new touch to the American structure of highereducation by influencing the development of the first publicjunior college at Joliet, Illinois, 1902. The curious part about
this beginning of the community college movement was that Harper
conceived the plan originally as a group of satellite colleges
(undergraduate level) to serve as feeders to the University ofChicago (Storr, 1966). Had it not been for Harper's father-in-law, Muskingum College, Harper's alma mater, might have joinedother four-year institutions in becoming junior, college satel-lites (Bur:zett. 1968).

In addition to the use of "higher education" as a genericterm to include all post secondary education programs leadingto recognized degrees in two-year and four-year colleges, theterm has a specialized meaning. Higher Education (upper case)refers to a program of organized learning experiences leadingto the master's or doctoral degree. In this sense it becomes
a field of study, a scholarly inquiry, concerned with the phe-nomena of the behavioral interaction of students, faculty, andadministrators within the context of a college or university
environment, and the interrelationship of this environment withthe larger society.

Higher Education in this meaning becomes a study of be-havior, processes, and structures within the context of col-leges and universities and the publics they serve. It is notonly a complex area to be studied as it exists now (admissions,historical backgrounds, teaching-learning climate, evaluation
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of students and faculty, organization, administration, financing,legal problems;, but also an area about which pertinent ques-tions can be raised. Is the curriculum implementing adequatelythe goals and purposes of the college? Is there consensus aboutthese goals on the part of students, faculty, administrators,and alumni? To what extent are students different in values,
attitudes, knowledge, and problem-solving ability at the end oftwo years or four years than they were as incoming freshmen?What data are needed to make intelligent decisions about varioustypes of problems? How can a priority system be determined torelate to decision-making? To the extent that viable guidelinescan be developed and applied to this area of study, will therebe a basis for making a judgment as to whether or not Higher
Education can be considered a specialized field of study?

II. Limitations of the Study

In this type of approach, which is non-statistical and sub-jective, one is always aware of two limitations that Walton andKuethe (1963) have indicated. First, the investigator can
never get away from himself, his bias, perception, and conceptualframework. Second, the use of language, communicating adequate-ly, is a handicap, e.g., environmental press may have different
meanings for different people. For this reason, the word
"discipline" which has a flat, narrow, and absolute connotationhas been avoided; the term "applied discipline" was also avoided
because of the implied dualism of extrinsic vs.. intrinsic values
(Belth, 1969). Field of study is a more acceptable term; how-
ever, the term to be used in this paper is "specialized field ofstudy" which moves the meaning close to that of discipline.The only hunch this writer has at this time is that Higher Ed-ucation is a field of study; it may be emerging as a specialized
field of study; it is not a discipline. No apology is intended
because there may be other fields of study which have assumedthe cloak of a discipline without being able to fly the bannerof proof. As Brauner (1964) put it:

The twentieth century has continued to deal with
education summarily while taking precautions
against the wholesale discussion of all of science
and all of art [p. 232].

There is a third limitation. This area of study includesa great deal of folklore, myth, confusion, and misunderstanding.Some people who should know better still refer to Mark Hopkins
on one end of the log and the student on the other as the ulti-
mate guideline for effective teaching and learning. Some whoshould know better still consider the Berkely Revolution of1964 as though this development were unique in the history ofcollege student behavior. Hutchins (1936) in his usual puckish,challenging way commented that universities are enga-red in threemajor activities: research, vocational certification, and
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social accommodation. Anything that cannot be called teaching
probably will be referred to as research. Hutchins stated:

The most striking fact about the higher learning
in America is the confusion that besets it.
This confusion begins in the high school and
continues to the loftiest levels of the uni-
versity. The high school cannot make its
mind whether it is preparing students for life or
college [p. 1].

There is still a fourth limitation to this study. Al-
though there is more material available than one might think,
much of it is in dissertations (some unpublished) or papers
presented at meetings or in other fugitive literature. The
usual sources were considered: Education Index, Dissertation
Abstracts, ERIC, clues from friands, and a-Ye-View of dozens of
reports, papers, and unpublished studies. Some materials were
identified but could not be obtained. Therefore, this review of
the literature is not definitive.

III. Consideration of Study Questions

A. Is there a history of development in Higher Education
WitH-TREreasing status and recognition?

As far as a rationale for this study question is concerned,
it seems logical to expect to find that any specialized field
of study must have developed over a period of time rather than
to have emerged suddenly from a corn field as an active volcano.
If there has been such development, one should expect increasing
status and recognition as has happened in psychology, history,
sociology, and anthropology.

Higher Education like psychology has had a short history
but a long past. Young (1952) pointed out that the first course
in Higher Education was offered by G. Stanley Hall at Clark
University in 1893. Later, another course entitled "Organization
of Higher Education" was offered by Dean James, College of Ed-
ucation, University of Minnesota, 1908-1909. Following these
sporadic offerings, regular course work to provide professional
preparation for careers in college administration WAS started
in 1920 at the University of Chicago, Ohio State, and Teachers
College, Columbia University.

No doubt in these early beginnings daring to offer courses
in .something called "Higher Education" must have taken some
courage and a pioneer spirit. In some instances, such coursesmay have been embarrassing. Some Doubting Thomas said,"These courses in college administration are another example ofhow the university curriculum is becoming so water( '.,an as to
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be meanirsless. Everyone knows that administrators like teachersare born and not made."

McGrath (1969) commented, "Until very recently the guild of
practitioners in higher education could hardly satisfy the cri-teria used to determine whether a particular vocation couldproperly be classified as a profession" [p. 2]. He suggested
that formerly those who wanted to develop expertise in teaching,
administration, or research had to acquire these skills through
an apprentice system in much the same way that one became a
physician before medical schools were established.

Sagan (1968) in reviewing the literature concerning the
history and development of Higher Education notes:

It is surprising that higher education has waited
so long to talk about itself. Perhaps it wished to
wait until its impact was truly profound. Perhaps
it wished to wait until its influence could be
traced to almost every major advancement and to
every portion of the national structure [pp. 1-2?,

Ewing (1963) in a doctoral dissertation pointed out that
graduate departments were increasing on an average of three to
five per year. Ewing and Stickler (1964) stated:

During the academic year 1962-63, a total of
87 institutions offered some 560 courses.
Interest and activity in the discipline has
increased at an accelerated pace as the need for
better trained college teachers and adminis-
trators intensified in response to political,
economic, and social forces. From about 1956
on, the appearance of institutes and centers for
the study of higher education has added what
may--at least in some instances--prove to be an
important new agency for study and research in
the field [p. 401].

Currie (1968) who reviewed graduate school catalogs for
1966-67 found that at least 106 universities were offering
courses related to one or more of the sub-areas of Higher Ed-ucation.

By 1968, there were approximately 335 faculty members
teaching one or more courses in Higher Education, according toa list provided by the American Association for Higher Educa-tion (1968). The "List of Faculty Members Teaching Courses in
Higher Education," which was distributed by AAHE (1971), in-cluded a total of 698 names, representing 166 colleges anduniversities. An analysis of this listing showed that each of
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six institutions (Columbia, Penn State, Southern Illinois, Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley, Minnesota, and Wisconsin)
listed 16 or more faculty teaching in Higher Education. The
range was from one to 24.

Dibden (1965) established a rationale for formal programs
in Higher Education: intellectual curiosity and educational
maturity, the inherent and practical importance of higher
learning (national security, cultural refinement), and the com-
mitment of academic man. He also identified five problems which
are characteristic of departments in this area, e.g., location
within the institution. He indicated further some possible ways
in which such a.department could render important service to the
university, e.g., cooperation with other departments in the
development and evaluation of faculty.

Overholt (no date) in 1967 sent a survey instrument to 151
institutions to determine how many had a department, center or
institute for studying Higher Education. Of the 121 replies,
31 had such a department, three were establishing one, 81
taught courses in this area, and 64 indicated a research center
for the study of their own institution or Higher Education in
general.

Rogers (1969) who wanted to document the incidence and
scope of offerings in Higher Education sent a questionnaire to
180 institutions; 137 responses were included in this study.
Of the 86 programs reported, including 53 that offered areas
of major concentration at the doctoral level, 84 of them em-
ployed 468 faculty and offered 889 courses; 49 major programs
had an enrollment of 2,174 graduate students; 44 minor programs
enrolled 842 students at the doctoral level; 37 major programs
awarded 316 doctorates; and 27 minor programs had 354 doctoral
recipients in 1967-68.

Higgins (1971) in an unpublished manuscript provided some
unique data to support the growing status and recognition of
Higher Education as a field of study. He compared two studies
undertaken by himself in 1966 and 1970. With the data received
he was able to compare for the first time ratings of five
doctoral areas in education, including Higher Education, at the
15 top ranked graduate schools in the United States. Higher
Education had 114 faculty names submitted with a total of 57
doctoral programs, which was the smallest number in both
categories for the five areas.

On a geographical basis, Higgins (1971) foun' that HigherEducation programs were evenly distributed among the East (14),
South (15), Midwest (15), and the West (13).

In comparing the results of the 1966 study i-, he Fd-ucation with that of 1970, he found that the highest ratings in
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the former were Berkeley, Michigan, Columbia, and Stanford;
this order for 1970 was Michigan, Berkeley, Stanford, UCLA,
and Columbia. Five programs which were not rated in the 1966
study were shown as "Good" in the 1970 study: Illinois, Min-
nesota, Southern California, Syracuse, and T.iisconsin. Two
programs, Ohio State and Pittsburgh, which were listed as "Good"
in the 1966 study did not appear in the 1970 study.

Ewing and Stickler (1964) stated:

Higher education has gained stature and is now
taking its place alongside other recognized
fields of education. National attention to
higher education as a field of study is constantly
increasing [p. 402].

Orr (1971) commented that recently at the University of
Alabama the decision was reached that one option for meeting
the foreign language requirement for the doctoral program was
that of scheduling 15 semester hours in Higher Education.
Fletcher (1972) added that in terms of a recent decision at the
University of Nevada at Reno 17 semester hours in Higher Educa-
tion may be used as one option for meeting the foreign language
requirement. If this development were to become widespread,
the ultimate would be attained in the status of this area of
study in Higher Education.

B. What are the objectives and learning experiences of
aFCEoFir programs in HighTE Education?

If this area is a specialized field of study, there should
be specific objectives, related course or learning experiences,
and the graduates from these programs should move into college
and university positions doing what they have been prepared to
do.

There is general confusion or at least lack of agreement
about objectives even as there is diversity in admission require-
ments to graduate programs and degree titles (Burnett, 1969).
Of course, in terms of all the change that is taking place in
Higher Education, one should not think that this area is alone
in having ambiguity and lack of agreement about objectives and
programs. The Chronicle of Hi her Education (1972) pointed out
that at a recenitn e Modern Language Association
there was strong indication that English as a discipline is in
a process of marked change and that departments vary in objec-
tives and programs; the total condition may no longer be healthy.
Williams and Richman (1971) reported on a recent survey con-
cerning the graduate preparation of the college professor of
psychology. Although responding department chairmen indicated
that teaching ability and research ability were impo-anL
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competenciee, they allocated only approximately one-fifth to
one-sixth of the graduate student's training program to these
competencies.

Overall, on the basis of checking statements and programs
in graduate bulletins and talking with colleagues at profes-
sional meetings, three general career objectives emerge in
graduate training programs: administration, teaching, and
research. Some university programs in Higher Education indicate
a principal function, e.g., the Center for the Study of Higher
Education at the University of Michigan stated its goal to be
the preparation of college and university administrators (1967).
Some related functions were mentioned, for example, the prepara-
tion of administrators for non-institutional higher education
agencies such as state planning and coordinating boards and
the preparation of faculty members for university departments
of Higher Education and centers for the study of Higher Educa-
tion.

The University of Kentucky statement (1971) listed three
purposes:

The primary purpose of the Department of Higher
and Adult Education at the University of Kentucky
is the professional preparation of specialized
personnel for careers in college administration.
A second purpose is to serve as a support area
for those who plan to become college teachers
in the various academic disciplines. Both the
two-year and the four-year college are included
in these considerations. Although the Depart-
ment does not prepare college teachers for the
disciplines, it does offer a program of learning
experiences which is designed to assist in the
professional preparation and functioning of
the college teacher.

A third purpose is to prepare professors of
Higher Education and professors of adult educa-
tion who would teach and do research at major
institutions offering graduate programs in
Higher and Adult Education [pp. 2-3].

Some universities; have developed specialized programs
probably in response to needs within their respective states.
For example, one would expect to find the objective and related
program to prepare junior college administrators at one or more
of the universities in such states as California, Florida,
Michigan, and New York where there are large numbers of junior
colleges. Likewise, there might be specialized preparation
programs for junior college teachers in those same states.
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Overholt (no date) with 121 responses from a total of 151institutions found that 31 universities reported a Center,Inst4 _te, or Department of Higher Education; three were develop-ing a graduate area; 81 taught courses in this area; and 64reported a research center for the interlal study of the institu-tion or for general research in Higher Education. He found thefollowing seven areas of course offerings:

Junior or community college
College and university administration
History, philosophy and issues in higher educationPreparation of teachers and curricula
Preparation of student personnel workers in highereducation
Research in higher education
Miscellaneous

Rogers (1969) established somewhat different program areason the basis of 69 institutions reportIng major and minor pro-grams and 84 institutions that reported courses in subspecial-ties. He showed the following:

Student personnel work (including administration)
Academic administration
Administration of business affairs
General administration
Higher education (general)
College teaching
Junior college (including administration)
Teacher education
Other (primarily adult education)

He formed several conclusions from this study. One, studentpersonnel work was the greatest concern; 25 per cent of all the
courses offered were in this area. Two, a sort of "adolescentstage of program development" was reflected by the lack of logicin the number of courses distributed among the subspecialties,e.g., 29 per cent (the largest group) of the courses were in-cluded in "Higher Education--general." Three, there was com-plete absence of an interdisciplinary approach; curriculumand faculty were based very largely in education. Four, although86 institutions reported course offerings in Higher Education,to know how these courses are grouped in sequence or logic toform programs is only a wild guess.

In further analysis of his data, Rogers (1969) found thatof the 53 institutions in this group, 52 reported having 360faculty members or 77 per cent of the total reported by all re-spondents; 51 offered 745 courses (84 per cent of the total);49 enrolled all of the 2,174 students reported as majors in thefield; and 29 enrolled 645 (77 per cent) of the students reportedwith a minor. Also, of these 53 institutions, 37 reported all
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316 of the doctorates awarded to those majoring in Higher Educa-tion, and 17 reported having awarded the doctorate to 165, or
47 per cent of the students reported as minors.

Waldron (1970) who surveyed doctoral programs in Higher
Education in 40 universities found that such programs ranged insize from two to 26 courses with 12.9 courses as the average.
The most common areas were General Higher Education and Student
Personnel; Teacher Education and Business Affairs in Higher Ed-ucation were least common.

Palinchak, et al., a group of doctoral candidates (1970)
at Syracuse University, have done one of the most recent and
comprehensive studies of graduate programs in Higher Education.Of the 275 questionnaires sent to faculty teaching courses inthis area, there were 141 responses that could be tabulated.
Among the findings were the following:

1. Approximately 86 per cent of the respondents indicated
that they included administration, student personnel
work, research, and college teaching in the field of
Higher Education.

2. Even a higher percentage (97) included the study of
both two-year and four-year institutions.

3. In terms of identifying a specific body of knowledge
with this field, 79 per cent agreed but with reserva-
tions.

4. Most of the respondents (65 per cent) preferred course
work at the doctoral level: fewer than one per cent
indicated a preference for the master's level.

5. The Ph.D. degree was favored slightly over the Ed.D.
degree; the Doctor of Arts degree seems to be gaining
in acceptance.

6. In terms of what graduates do, the following careers
were ranked from high to low: administrators, student
personnel workers, researchers, faculty for Higher
Education programs, and college teachers.

7. In terms of program elements, the greatest preference
was shown for research problems, curriculum planning,
internships, and student personnel laboratory/intern-
ships. There was considerable support for: Educational
leadership, general administration, two-year colleges,
statistics, educational philosophy, and educational
psychology. Other elements such as law, finance and
business affairs, historical backgrounds, a, ult/con-
tinuing education, computer/data processing, evaluation,and measurement, were shown to be somewhat useful.



In spite of the weaknesses and inadequacies in these train-ing programs, McGrath (1969) stated:

It is clear that a relatively new- profes-
sion of higher education has coma into
being. To the extent that adequate re-
sources are made available for this purpose,
departments of higher education will pro-
duce the practitioners of higher education
needed for the day by day operation of our
colleges and universities. They will also
train the large corps of investigators
needed to appraise and tent the practices
of these institutions an..1 to supply the
corpus of reliable knowledge required for
their efficient management. The social
worth of the potential contribution of the
members of the profession of higher educa-
tion can hardly be in doubt. As this con-
tribution becomes more widely known, the
profession may be expected to expand rapidly
in members and in the scope of its services
[p. 13].

C. Is there a specialized vocabulary?

If there is a literature dealing with the study of Higher
Education, there should be a specialized vocabulary to dif-
ferentiate this field of study from others. The importance of
vocabulary cannot be overstated. It is the key to principles,
concepts, and content. Psychologists have demonstrated the im-
portance of vocabulary in constructing intelligence, scholastic
aptitude, and achievement tests. Unless a person is familiar
with a field of knowledge, probably he will not know the terms
or at least not be able to define them with preciseness.

Currie (1968) who designed an ingenious statistical ap-
proach for his doctoral dissertation at Ohio State, where he wasone of my students, developed a final form of a vocabulary test
with 107 items based on the 14 most important books in Higher
Education as identified by 35 specialists in the field. His
multiple choice items had five responses. He administered thetest to four different sample groups of graduate students:Higher Education, elementary education, secondary education,and speech. (I have used this inventory several times on thefirst day of classes as an "eye-opener" technique with theinvitation that any one who gets 100 of the items correct neednot attend class the remainder of the semester. So far no
one has qualified for this privilege.)

Currie found that the mean score for Higher Education
majors was significantly higher (.05 level of significance)
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than the mean scores for the other three groups of graduate
students. He concluded that the literature in Higher Education
does have a specialized vocabulary.

He concluded, also, that this special language was in a
development stage when he stated:

The uniqueness and denotative qualities of the
language of Higher Education indir:ated, from
the relatively small number of ent?.ies avail-
able for test purpose, that (1) the field, as
presented through selected literature, is in
early stages of technical development, or that
(2) the selected literature tends to present
very general descriptions and analyses of the
field and therefore contains few denotative
facts, theories, methodologies, and variables
[p. 56].

IV. Conclusions and Recommendations

The point was made earlier that the approach used in this
analysis of the literature is largely subjective. What the
writer concludes from this study may be a projection of his
own bias.

First, an effort will be made to form some conclusions from
the analyses which have been made. Second, some recommendations
will be suggested.

The conclusions will be characterized in three categories:
Paradise, Limbo, and Inferno. The findings that show clear,
positive support will be placed in Paradise. Limbo will be the
category for those areas that lack sufficient evidence to be
placed in Paradise but are too well supported to be put in
Inferno. Those that clearly lack supporting evidence will be
placed in Inferno.

A. Although there has been a history of development with
increasing status and recognition, one becomes very uneasy and
insecure as he studies academic backgrounds of people who claim
to be professors of Higher Education. There is no professional
certification or admissions procedure to determine eligibility
or qualifications. If one studies the most recent AAHE list of
professors of Higher Education (1971), he finds 34 listings of
people who are not even located at a college or university.
Others who claim to qualify have come from a background of
elementary or secondary school administration, nave never held
a college administrative -:lsition, and have never taken a pro-
fessional course in Highex Education. No doubt this confusion
was a part of the early development of disciplines rich as
history which had an official scholarly beginning (.1 _ing the
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last part of the nineteenth century and psychology which began
its recognition as a science in 1879 with Wundt at Leipzig,
Germany. Perhaps a scholarly field develops more quickly as a
discipline in the Arts College than in the College of Education
where most doctoral programs in Higher Education are located.

Moreover, although some college presidents are very alert
to appointing a dean of students or an academic vice president
or a director of a new graduate program in Higher Education
who has had professional preparation and experience, it is still
a fact in too many instances one becomes anointed at the time
of appointment regardless of qualifications.

It would be worthwhile, indeed, to study a sample of 300
people who list themselves as professors of Higher Education
to determine the years of experience in college administration
and the nature of their academic preparation.

This guideline must be placed in Limbo. With continued
development and strengthening, it could easily move into
Paradise within the next five to ten years. Higher Education
in terms of this dimension is emerging into a specialized area
of study but has not yet reached that status.

The following recommendation is made:

A computerized data base needs to be established at
AAHE headquarters. A carefully designed survey instru-
ment requesting the following kinds of information can
be mailed to the chairman or director of a center or
area of Higher Education at every major institution:

a. Master's or doctoral program or both
b. Admissions requirements
c. Curriculum both in Higher Education and related

areas
d. Objectives
e. Number of current active graduate students
f. Nv.nber of doctoral students graduated in the last

three years
g. Number of faculty on the budget of the department

or center with a brief listing of degrees, major
area of doctoral preparation, and college teaching
and administrative experience

This data base can be updated every five years.

B. In terms of evidence of societal need as well as con-
cern, this area can be placed in Paradise. It is definitely
positive. Recommendations:
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1. AAHE needs to maintain and strengthen the present
six Regional Committees to study social problems
and needs and means by which Higher Education can
relate them to graduate study in order to prepare
effective persons in the sense of their having the
proper competencies to perform their jobs well.

2. AAHE needs to form a Task Force or National Study
Committee on the Interrelationship of Society and
Higher Education in order to implement and co-
ordinate the work of the committees mentioned
above.

3. AAHE needs to prepare a position statement to indi-
cate the role of Higher Education as a specialized
field of study in the National Institute of Ed-
ucation (NIE).

C. As long as there is confusion and lack of agreement
about objectives and graduate training programs, Higher Educa-
tion will exist in Inferno. This area of concern has to be
placed in the lowest category. Until an area of study can
reach some agreement about objectives and learning experiences,
evaluation as a professional area is impossible. Certainly
Higher Education should not be involved in preparing public
school administrators. What about the preparation of teachers
for teacher education programs (public school) at college or
university level? Recommendation:

AAHE should appoint a special study group or invite the
Higher Education Colloquim or this Association of Pro-
fessors of Higher Education to establish a set of ob-
jectives, competencies, and suggested learning ex-
periences, which would become a viable guide for grad-
uate programs in this field.

D. The problem of whether or not there is a recognized,
viable literature is placed in Limbo, the middle category.
Although the.literature in Higher Education is extensive, many
of those who are researching and publishing are converts from
related disciplines. These people have not themselves been
graduated from a professional doctoral program of Higher Ed-
ucation. Hopefully, the new generations of people in this
field will emerge from such a professional preparation rather
than moving from psychology, sociology, history, and English.
Recommendations:

1. The Journal of Higher Education which at present
is on a tenuous basis between AAHE and f)hio State
University needs to be strengthened and its
relationship to AAHE needs to be Other-
wise, a new journal which is the sole and official
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publication of AAHE should be developed.

2. As Currie (1968) found in examining selected lit-
erature about Higher Education, er,ere is a need for
writers to emphasize a base of philosophy, concep-
tualization, and theory development.

E. Yes, there is a specialized vocabulary which supports
Higher Education as a specialized field of study; therefore,
this guideline is placed in Paradise.

It does seem curious that Currie (1968) is the only re-
searcher who has developed an experimental design with statis-
tical treatment of data to determine the value of vocabulary as
an indicator of the special nature of Higher Education. Al-
though it is only one study, it seems sufficient to establish
the point. Recommendation:

In line with Currie's (1968) contention that this
special language was in.a developmental stage, his
study should be replicated and updated. Perhaps a
new type of vocabulary test can be developed.

F. As to whether there is a national organization(s) with
a refereed journal(s), the appropriate category is Limbo. In a
way, the damning condition for this finding is evidence of too
much rather than too little. Not only is there a central or-
ganization which relates directly to the study of Higher Ed-
ucation (AARE), but there are also many others, each with its
separate national journal dealing with some phase of this fieldof study. AAHE has had an insecure development as an independent
national organization and only since 1969 has it achieved thisstatus. Moreover, the present title did not go into effect until
1967. Recommendations:

1. Every possible effort should be made to strengthen
AAHE, financially and organizationally, to insure
that it becomes the major professional organiza-
tion concerned about the study of Higher Education.

2. The official journal of AAHE should be entirely
controlled and sponsored by this national organiza-
tion; moreover, it should be distributed as a part
of the membership fee. The statement of ownership,
for example, on page 796 of the December issue of
the Journal of Higher Education (1971) presents all
of the necessary details about ownership, location
of the office of publication, and extent and nature
of circulation; however, AAHE is not meri.oned in
any relationship.
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3. Additional divisions (i.e., in addition to APHE)
should be considered for inclusion in AAHE. Per-
haps there should be one for college and university.
administrators. Another night be college student
personnel. It is possible that other organizations
would be justified in becoming a part of AAHE.

G. Supporting evidence which relates to studies of Higher
Education at the national, regional, and state levels places it
in Paradise. Recommendation:

The AAHE Task Force or National Study Committee refer-
red to earlier should relate to and cooperate very
closely with national, regional, and state groups in-
volved in different aspects of the study of Higher Ed-
ucation. AAHE could become a strong educational and
research resource, making its findings and expertise
available to state and regional groups. Too much time
is spent "discovering the wheel." For example, no
state should start developing guidelines for a com-
munity college system because such are already avail-
able. No regional base need be developed for doing a
projected enrollment study of colleges and universities;
the base and the techniques have been established and
proved.

V. Summary Statement

On the basis of all the limitations of this review and
interpretationof the literature concerning Higher Education as
a specialized field of study, the conclusion seems to be that
it is still an emerging scholarly field but cannot at this time
be considered a specialized field of study. However, with
continued leadership and coordination on the part of AAHE it is
entirely possible that in the next five years the three areas in
Paradise can be strengthened; moreover, at least one or two of
the areas now in Limbo can be clarified and strengthened and
moved into Paradise. With a great deal of effort and reinforce-
ment on a nation-wide basis, even the area concerning goals and
objectives in Higher Education can be moved into Limbo or
possibly even into Paradise.
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR BLACK STUDENTS IN
AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES*

Samuel D. Proctor
Professor of Education

Rutgers University

At the moment this country is experiencing one of the most
subtle but one of the most telling pangs of revolution that I
think could be experienced. In 1960 we used the figure of
250,000 black students in the colleges in the South and 125,000
scattered across the North. We are talking now about 600,000,
I've heard 750,000, but what we do know is that we're dealing
with a magnitude of something like three or four times the
number of black students we had in 1960.

If I told you what the multiplier was it would be mis-
leading because you wouldn't think that we would have to wait
four or five generations for real change. But I take the risk
anyway of telling you the results of having a black person fin-
ish college. And I caution you that this is not my plan for
salvation. I just want to tell you that I have a deceased
grandmother who finished Hampton Institute in 1882. She had 60
grandchildren and great grandchildren who either finished col-
lege or are in college right now; that's 60 in three generations.
I am one of the grandchildren and I have four children, two
boys, one in Rutgers graduate school and one here in graduate
school at the University of Chicago. That's why I need to take
an offering when I leave here to get back home! I have a
brother who is in dentistry, who's got four children: one
daughter who's working at Albany State, another son who's a
graduate of Hampton. And I could go on. And in my own parental
family of five children, four boys and a girl, each one has at
least two children out of college and one or two on the way.
That's the kind of multiplier you get when you have one grand-
mother who finished college.

But whenever you cite this to young blacks they get shaken
because they think in terms of a black person today having a
Ph.D. and not being able, for example, to be a Dean or a Pres-
ident or a Department Chairman. Nevertheless, the point is that

*Note. Dr. Proctor spoke extemporaneously. Presented here
is a transcribed and edited version of his address as recordedon tape.
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when there is a sufficient saturation and when opportunities
expand I think we will see one of the really quantum leaps in
terms of opportunity for black people. So when I look at the
growth in numbers, I am astounded at what this promises for the
very near future.

We have another development. While we're debating about
black colleges in the South and while the states are in a quandry
about what to do about the black colleges, we're building new
black colleges all over the North. Essex County College is going
to be a black college in New Jersey--there is no question about
that--and they will have a token representation of white students.
Martha Bucks University right here is going to be a black school
with a token representation of whites. Evers College in Brooklyn
is a new black college. Federal City College is another new
black college in Washington, D. C.; and then if you look at
schtiols like Wayne County Junior College in Detroit, in just an
amount of time that'll be predominantly black. In other words,
wherever there is an urban center with a black population of
75 to 80 per cent, and that's going to be like 10 major urban
centers in America, the higher education that goes on in that
urban center will be largely in the interests of black people.This is brand new, very new.

I talked with a lady the other day who is about my age.
She went to Jersey City State College and finished in the late
30's, which was around the beginning of World War II. At that
time they had four black students in Jersey City State College.
When I go on that campus right now it seems to me that about
every other student is black.

At St. Peter's College in Jersey City they didn't take
blacks 20 years ago except for some big lawyer's son or some
mortician's son or some fair-skinned black whom no one would
ever identify. They could go but it just was not kosher to
have a black in St. Peter's College. However, the other day I
went over there to lecture at the black student union.

I illustrate how this growth among black students has em-
erged in the urban centers, but this says nothing about my own
Rutgers University. The New Brunswick campus was practically
lily-white ten years ago--fbur or five black students were all
they had.

When I went to graduate school at Yale in 1945, there werefour black students at Yale and every day in Hopkins House
(Room 125) we would gather after the affairs of the day: that
was our Black Student Union. We reviewed everything we saw rightfrom the window, even the firefighters and what things some
professors said; we would review that and editoria.V.ze the wholething. It was just our ego stretched by nurturing 1. 11 enough.



We were just like four little puppets caught in a snow storm up
there in New Haven in 1945, but today it's not four, it's 400
blacks in the undergraduate school at Yale to say nothing of
those in the graduate schools.

So this is the phenomenon that you have and it's more than
just a matter of getting used to something new and different.
We're having a revolution in higher education that's going to
have a very serious manifestation on the society at large.

Now the first question is, how do we serve this new pop-
ulation? We have to understand that these black students, des-
pite their rhetoric, want the same thing out of college that
everybody else wants out of college. I was talking with some
Rutgers (New Jersey) Equal Opportunity Students the day before
yesterday. They had a convention and massed all of the black
students. I wanted to go over there to see what was happening.
But as they polled the dukes they called me about 36 hours be-
fore the convention and said, "Stop the clock. Would you speak
to us?" They just called me up, but that's part of their strat-
egy. The strategy is to let you know as a black man that you
belong to them and all this kind belongs to them. You have to
accept the strategy; you get sudden and quick notice. I said,
"Of course, I'll be there." Well, I was a little bit nervous
because I don't have a beard and I don't have a natural Afro
hairdo. I wear a tie, and some of these things I do very
deliberately in order to compel dialogue and it works out very
well. When I stop a student on the campus and say, "What do
you say, Tiger?", he turns right away and says "What's happening,
baby?" He sees my tie, no beard, and he draws certain conclus-
ions. We have prepared a lot of symbols which have a specific
significance. He says, "Where's your office anyway?" He thinks
it's in a cage somewhere. The office is on the third floor in
the School of Education. He comes back. Now the traffic of
people is in and out of my office all the time because they just
don't believe that the conversation we have together is natural
and normal. There is something awkward about this, but they
keep coming back.

Dean Schwebel was sitting beside me when we were going
through this thing. He said, "What do you want to talk about?"
I said, "Well, let me tell you something else. You can't .talk
to these people in the kind of forensic and argumentative
fashion in which you give speeches ordinarily. You've got to
be spontaneous with them because they have a sense for the
earnestness of the spontaneous, extemporaneous kind of dialogue.
You just have to do it." I said that they view television and
the talk shows are so extemporaneous that it is apparent theyare spontaneous. If you are too formal to them you're not say-
ing what you really mean. He said, "What are you going to do?"
I said, "Well, 7've got to set this up with some antithesis of
my thesis and some relevant questions." He said, ":.'cat's your
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antithesis going to be?" Your antithesis is going to be highereducation--all the problems. "What's your thesis going to be?"If the problems are ever solved they'll be solved by educatedpeople. He said, "Ah." So I went right down that line. ThenI said, "Here is the kind of education you're going to have tohave to solve the problems that affect the black people." ThenI ran through that 1, 2, 3, a, b, c. You'd be surprised atwhere they burst out applause. Scared me to death. Itreally did. I made one remark halfway through that speech. Isaid, "Brothers and sisters, I want to tell you something. WhenI go through the Student Union at Newark State, Patterson State,and Jersey City State and see 24 black students playing cardsat noontime I go in the men's room and cry." They roared withapproval at that. It was thunderous. It was just like they
were waiting for somebody to say that and to say it with somedegree of authority.

I ran into another thing. I was telling about an operationthat I had been a part of. One of my nephews had a brain tumorremoved, and I was telling them about the eight men who per-formed the operation--what kind of training they had, what ittook to get that surgical skill. Here was a young black boywho finished Hampton Institute having a tumor removed from thefront of the cranium--a tumor that had blinded him and hadknocked out his memory. He was almost like a jelly fish andwhen they removed the tumor from off those nerves, he recoveredperfectly. Miracle, just like a miracle. And I was saying tothose black students that it annoyed me when I saw these eight
men come out of that room and all eight of them were white- -Irish, Catholic, Jewish. I left that room feeling that my jobwasn't finished until I could see eight men leave a room wherea tumor had been remcved from a black boy's cranium and have twoblack men in that group of eight doctors. That's my target.They just roared with applause.

I had the deepest conviction that these students despitetheir rhetoric had the kinds of goals, career goals, aspirationsfor their lives that all other students have. But accompanyingthese career goals is a certain social acumen that leaves whitefolk cold because they don't understand it for the most part;social acumen that we need to be far more aware of. When youcompare that with my generation, when I was in college, wewere taught that there was a certain kind of a survival kitthat you have to have to make it as a Negro in the Negro world.And they called it the Negro world. (We just started sayingblacks in the last 24 months. Kind of hard being a Negro for48 years and then becoming black overnight!) When I was astudent, we thought about being the principal of George Washing-ton Carver Heights School or the Dean of Virginia Union Univer-sity. All this was within the framework of a tidy black world.A black Ph.D. in mathematics from Cornell back in the 30'scould only go to a black college. He couldn't go to VPI to
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teach with a Ph.D. from Cornell; he couldn't go to the Univer-
sity of Virginia to teach. The Christian Colleges had said,
in effect, "We want our freedom from legislative control :-.nd
direction, freedom so we can be as racist as we want to be,
freedom to be as anti-Christian as it is possible to be." None
of the private colleges moved until the state colleges were
compelled to move by law, which is one of the saddest commentaries
on higher education that I know of. Schools like the University
of Pittsburgh, Wake Forest, and Davidson--all of these fine
institutions made all these protestations in the name of Christ
but did nothing until black folk went to court and sued to get
into Chapel Hill or State College and then they came along with
a very reluctant reaction to that sort of thing.

But all of us lived and talked in terms of a black world.
Well, I want to tell you something. I was comfortable and
satisfying. I didn't have to compete with people who came
out of Petersburg or Thomas Jefferson High School. I only
competed with people who finished George Washington Carver and
that was a small world. You had a comfortable kind of com-
petition with which you could cope. And it meant that your
ego strength was intact. When you went off to graduate school
you felt good; you were well equipped because you had succeeded
in a world that was manageable.

But now these black students who turn up on campuses like
Wayne State or at your campuses are aware of the fact that that
tidy Negro world has been dismantled. As a matter of fact one
reason why they go through so much trauma, trying to reconstruct
an act that can pass, is to capture once again the kind of
emotional comfort that their fathers had living in an altogether
black world. We've got them in a kind of no man's land. They're
in between somewhere.

And what do you think that does to a middle class kid? Now
just picture a girl coming out of a middle class home of a big-
shot lawyer in Jersey City who makes $60,000 or $70,000 a year.
Here his daughter has had three bathrooms in the house, she takes
her French poodle to dog shows, she eats well and there's a
maid in the house, she goes to camp in the summer time, and her
daddy goes to the islands in the winter time. All of a sudden
she comes to Douglas College and she's a second class citizen.
Do you think that's not going to make her drop her tray or throlA
darts at the old president's picture on the wall? That's enough
to drive you out of your mind. You attain status in one world
and then all of a sudden somebody drops you in another world in
which all of that is suddenly removed.

D. C. Wright's daughter--I saw her walking acrc;s the
campus of Douglas the other day with her dungarees and her books- -
no dates, no boyfriends, all these big formal evr:w: avi she
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doesn't get invited. Her daddy was one of the biggest people
in Montclair, New Jersey. He is Pastor of the Union Baptist
Church an everytime they had a hot dog feast or fish fry or
turkey trot or anything else Dr. D. C. Wright had to give the
invocation. Now his daughter is walking across Douglas College
overlooked, a nothing. Just multiply that into the thousands
and then you'll see what I'm talking about.

I went to Iowa State to lecture to a conference that the
University had celebrating its100th anniversary. When I got
there the black students said, "You mean you've come all the way
out hereto talk to all these honkies and not talk to us?" I
said I would meet with them and they said, "You be at our place
tonight at eight o'clock." I said, "I'll be there." When I
arrived they were lying around on the floor. First of all they
had to go through this emotional thing of letting me know that
they weren't carried away with my presence. They didn't even
look at me until I began to talk loud, and then they rolled over
slowly. I said, "I know why you're treating me so cool and
funny, because you're lost up here in Iowa State. Everything
is snow white up here: white folks even whiter than they are
down in Virginia. And I want to tell you something. There's
only one kind of aristocracy open to you here. The racial
aristocracy is closed. You're not going to get white that fast.
The monied aristocracy you can't overcome, because that takes
stealing over three or four generations. But, there's an
aristocracy waiting for you in that library for which there's
no competition; the aristocracy of the intellect." They can't
fight that. Then I asked them, "What was your grade point
average? What did you make in qualitative analysis? What did
you make in Calculus?" Then I continued preaching and talking
with them about what it takes.

But you can go only so far as a college student. If the
whole environment around that situation is not supportive and
conducive to what I've said to them and what other black people
say to them they have a very uncomfortable existence. And
they almost regret they didn't go to Morehouse College or to
A & T College in North Carolina because they find a completely
inhospitable situation.

And that's the thing that concerns me. How do we recognize
the fact that they know they're in a socially awkward situation,
that they know they're not really welcome? And how do we
minister to the notion that they're in college for the same
reason that every other young person is in college--upward
mobility, the development of skills, the fulfillnent of some
kind of life's aspiration and certainly to place a new worth on
whatever skills and talents that God has given them?

Because of the history of secondary education r r black
people in this country and because of the culture of poverty
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with which many blar% people grow up, some special effort has to
be made. I'll mention these quickly and then I'll talk about
-what I think a group of professors 01 higher education ought to
be thinking about and trying to prepare people to meet this
situation.

The special efforts have to do first of all with admissions.
There are two ways to get around the problem of a great many
black people with capacity. I'm not talking about idiots; I'm
talking about people with capacity. There are two ways of
facing the problem of getting them into the pipe-Jine of higher
education. One way is to be serious about it, and really go out
and look for those black people whom you believe can make it
whether they're poor or not: then find the money to sustain
them. If you earnestly believe that higher education is an
important social change agent, you won't want to put in people
who will be flunking out. The other way is to get yourself a
feed wagon and back it up to a corner somewhere and say, "Ya'll
come!" Unfortunately, some fine universities have taken the
second course and I think almost took the second course mali-
ciously. It's almost like busing, you know. Some people went
about busing so ridiculously that it makes the whole thing look
foolish. But when I go to some campuses and see some of the
people that they admitted to college--black or white, green or
blue--it seems to me that they didn't have enough interest in it
to want to do the thing honestly.

In addition, when I see some of the people that they hired
to work with these students, I feel like weeping over the whole
situation. I won't recall the names of any schools, but I
have seen this happen at close range in many places. Some
people become so intimidated by black students that they just
told the students, "You go off and find yourself a counselor and
we'll pay," as though they don't want to be bothered by the
whole mess. "Go find yourself a remedial developmental English
teacher and we'll pay; you choose him." I've been in a room
where they have been sitting around interviewing people and it
was the most ridiculous kind of thing. I'm not saying students
shouldn't be a part of the process. What I am saying is that
the college ought to be earnest enough about this problem to make
sure that they will really help black students if they're going
to get into developmental studies and into flexible admissions.
Flexible admissions policies do not mean that you admit every
moron that you run into, everybody who writes a letter, every-
body who calls, or those who say, "I've got a friend who would
like to be here too." This Equal Opportunity money, $1200 a
year, isn't bad for anybody in these Nixon days. The point is
that this is not human and is not the situation we want.

I remember when Dean Weigel sat across from me at the
table to talk about my admission to Yale and said, """: new
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thing, the Graduate Record Examination, is an important thing.
here at Yale." He said, "Mr. Proctor, your score is one of the
strangest ones that x have seen. Verbally, you're way above
the top for people from your region, and in the fine arts, you're
way below the bottom--me can't find you. In chemistry and the
sciences you come out way below but in the verbal and the social
sciences very high." I said, "We talk about social conditions
all the time. We discuss who the presidents were and what they've
done. We know what Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson did, or the
black people like Monroe Trotter, because we've been socially and
politically oriented. Next, as students we didn't have any
money, so we talked all the time and we've developed high verbal
skills. Moreover, we had to take those languages by a lot of
defunct preachers who knew Latin and Greek. Those classes got
filled up quickly and if you know a lot of Latin and Greek and
if you know these Latin and Greek derivatives, you can use
words." So I explained that was why my score looked the way it
looked. He said, "Well, I'll tell you what I'm going to do.
I'm going to call up some people who know your college and have
them call people at your college to see if you can do the work
here, and we're going to forget this record. I'd rather know
from somebody what your intentions are and what your capacity is."
Now that's how he went about it--and that was 20 or 30 years
ago. That's talking about open enrollments and flexible admis-
sions. This was Dean Luther Weigel at Yale University in 1945.
He put aside all of the traditional cut-off points. Later on
he and I talked about it. He said, "I've heard you describe
what it was like growing up as a Negro boy in Norfolk, Virginia.
We just don't have any questions on that test to get answers
like we would like to have from you. . ."

I had occasion the other day to recite that story to a
friend of mine in Rutgers who was criticizing a new program
because they didn't have a cut-off point on the Graduate Record
Examination. He really got me upset because he's a professor
of reading and a great specialist in reading. Reading is world-
wide and he is going to talk about what black people ought to
know and be and have in order to come to a special program at
Rutgers. Then he had the audacity to say there ought to be a
cut-off point on the Graduate Record Examination and a cut-off
point on another kind of a test that he was going to give. And
I asked him, "Are these the only things you want to know about
a person coming into this program?" He said, "What else is
there worth knowing about a person?" Whether the student had
the guts to grow up when he found out that he was black in
Birmingham 22 years ago, that's what the professor ought toknow. Because I think if you, professor, were horn black in
Birmingham 22 years ago, you wouldn't be around nere today.
That kind of question isn't on there.

You see when I talk with a student about his capacity to
do graduate study and some of the aspects of his inellectual
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behavior, I'm interested in other things as well as the cognitive
aspects because some of these "other things" can be very influen-
tial. I want to know where did he come from? And how did he
find out about college and then get here to Rutgers University?

For a fellow like me, it didn't take very much. If you
grow up in a home where there is this grandmother requiring you
not to split verbs, requiring you not to split infinitives,
requiring you to align your pronouns with antecedents and verbs
with the subjects, you are prepared for college. Everybody
says you have to go to somebody's college or Sunday morning
you have to go to Sunday School--go to Sunday School or drink a
15 bottle of Castor Oil. When you have grown up in a home
like that college is as natural to you as daybreak.

But one of my roommates in college, John, had a father who
was blind in one eye and worked sometimes as a longshoreman
and sometimes doing odd jobs. His mother was a diabetic and
worked as a domestic for seven bucks a week. Johnny would get
up in the morning at Virginia Union, go outside with a wheel-
barrow and put ice in all the coolers because we didn't have
electric coolers. He would go to school all day, then go out
and punt this football, then come home and change his clothes
and get back in the dining hall to do his other work. I can
see him right now sitting on the side of the bed with one leg out
of his football pants, other leg in, just exhausted, lying there,
with a mother at home earning seven bucks a week, a diabetic,
and his father walking around doing odd jobs with one eye.
Johnny would take his scholarship money and pay his expenses.
Then he would send the ice hauling job pay-check home, 15 bucks
a month, to help take care of his mother and father. Years
later I went to Crestwood and saw him as a principal of an
elementary school, helping kids.

What examinations could test that kind of tenacity? It
seems that Americans ought to be proud that there are such people
left who can fight circumstances. The pioneer spirit is still
very strong in these people. Here is the kid who comes out of
a welfare family of 11 children. Every one of them has a dif-
ferent name, but you hear one of them saying he wants to be a
microbiologist. Whatever told him he ought to be a microbio-
logist? There wasn't a black microbiologist in sight, yet he
thought this up all by himself: that's what he wants to be.
Well, I say all this kind of activity needs to be supported by
people who understand what admissions ought to be like.

And it says something about the curriculum. Now these
students begin yelling and screaming about black studies, some
of the things they want in the name of black studies. You
and I understand that they just weren't aware of what they were
asking the university to do in asking for some new Yind of
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courses. In a way, I think they had tongue in cheek. I had
black studies in college because it was required. We had a big
red book in 1941, the Negro Caravan, Negro literature, Negro
history, but most people didn't know that. Black students who
are at Rutgers University; Jersey City, Newark and places like
that today know nothing about this. They try to leap back
beyond the slave and reconstruction era to pick up a relation-
ship with Africa because they want something to tie into. It
is very unfortunate that, noble as this enterprise is, I don't
think they're going to live long enough to complete it. It
turned out to be rather a fanciful kind of thing. I don't
think they're going to find what they are looking for. But we
owe it to them somewhere in the Psychology Department to have a
course that deals with the whole problem of intelligence
quotients and things of that nature and all of the learning
disabilities that go along with the environment of poverty. We
owe it to them in the history class to get a black perspective on
the reconstruction. We owe it to them in the study of imper-
ialism to find out how the slave institution came into being.
And you could go on and on and on. They should understand what
literature of protest was in the black community. They need to
know where the black people were in the 1930's. Had they all
rolled over for dead or was anything going on?

And if I had a choice of courses, I would have them study
the major court decisions that affected our people. Every time
I tell some of my students that I knew people who got fired for
suing for equal salaries in 1935 and 1937, they're shocked.
They thought all those black people were sitting around strum-
ming banjos, waiting on tables, and being happy and grinning at
white folks. They didn't know. Rupert Picott lost his job as
a principal in Huntington Elementary School in Newport News
for suing for equal pay. There were more than 35 court cases
beginning in 1935 and all the way up to 1954--49 victories.
Jack Greenberg's book will tell you all about them. They need
to know that, because then they won't have the notion that noth-
ing happened before 1960. In fact, all this happened in the
courts before 1960.

So the curriculum has to reflect this background and so do
student services. I have a friend, a vice president of a fine
state university; I won't name the State, but he is Vice
President for Student Services. The first thing he discovered
was 300 black students living in one end of one dormitory, and
nobody was able to move them. He went to them and said,
"Listen, brothers and sisters, you know this is against the law.
We can't have this. The President says you have to move out."
"Go tell the President to come up here and tell us," was the
reply. Now what happened was that some soft-headed administrator
capitulated before this kind of thing. And who can then undo a
situation with 300 black students living in one end of a
dormitory? I think that student services, i.e., p )1e who are
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in charge of this operation, will have to recognize that the
black students as well, as white students need to be protected
from bad decisions. The end of in loco parentis does not mean
that we permit students to do anything they want to do to
destroy their college experience, as so many people have al-
lowed black students to destroy their college experience. At
one university that I know they gave the students a black house,
but when the students found out that the black house was not for
all black students but just some black students, they had no
recourse. They went to the 113Usrsity officials and said, "We
can't use it, the music is loud, the rmoke is so thick we can't
cut through it, and there's no opportunity to sit around and
talk and debate; you have to run out if you say the wrong
thing." The university treated them as though they were all of
one kind and said, "You black folk just have to go away. Leave
us alone. We gave you a black house. You've got it; now we
can't come over there and run it for you. This is really be-
traying a trust." If I had my son in a college and they treated
him like that I would be very unhappy about it. I would not
want my son victimized by almost any kind of political movement
that swept through the campus. I think that student services
will have to be repaired.

Therefore, what would I suggest that would be a good menu,
a good course of action for departments of higher education?
One thing is this. You have almost no excuse for not allowing
your students to take a course which deals deliberately with
the black experience in America. And I'm not talking about
sending somebody over to take some undergraduate course in black
history. If you have a master's or a doctor's program in higher
education you ought to organize a course having to do with is-
sues in Afro-American experience or issues in Afro-American ed-
ucation. And this doesn't have to be a course in history.
What would be the scheme for such a course? You would ask
yourself this question: what are the 15 or 16 most important
developments in the experience of black people that have to do
with education? What would be the 15 most important questions
that have to do with the experience of black people that relate
directly to education? A lot of people have little or no aware-
ness of what the Land-Grant movement did and how it developed.
How many of you could talk intelligently about the Freedman's
Bureau and why it came to such an early demise? Who knows
who was around when the public school laws were written and
what part black people played in the writing of public school
laws within our various states? Who knows what the State
Constitutions did to black educational opportunities? There
are about 15 questions like these that would bring us right
straight to the issues that we are dealing with today. I
would suggest that that would be one of the first and most con-
structive things that we could do.
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Second, we need to provide our students with some oppor-
tunity to be in contact with the whole spectrum of the black
community. I'm just sick and tired of meeting educated white
people who think that all black folk are on dope or on relief
or half-way in jail or out of jail or who have no appreciation
for what the middle class black community has gone through and
what it has paid. If you don't live around middle class black
people and have never had contact with them, don't go to church
with them, don't go to college with them, you have no perception
of this consideration whatsoever. That allows you to treat
me and other black middle class people with the same kind of
cavalier racial response, because you have never had a chance
to meet black people who represent the middle class. Many
students in my classes talk about writing a term paper about
the black community. I tell them I'll assign them to go to a
black church in New Jersey for four Sundays in a row. Indeed
I do. That's the only place you'll see black people doing their
thing without white folks looking. You go to Union Baptist
Church in East Orange, go up to St. Mark's Church in Harlem.
When you go to St. Mark's Church in Harlem, you're going to hear
some of the greatest music you ever heard and one of the most
intelligent preachers you ever heard. The people who come to
that church own their homes and send their children to college.
They're not screaming and yelling and nobody's fainting and
carrying on. They act just like the finest kind of people you
know. But you would never meet them. In America there's no
opportunity for middle-class white folk to meet middle-class
black folk and all the propaganda through the media is introduc-
ing the black belligerents to the white majority.

The chance that Dr. Ida Long Rogers knows me is purely
accidental. In Nashville, Tennessee, we would have no chance to
meet. She lives on one side of town, all black folk on the
other side. The faculty of Peabody College are scared to move
between these two communities and so she would have no op-
portunity to meet me. But the Danforth Foundation sets up con-
ferences and then black and white people get a chance to meet
and act civilized.

Racism in this country has separated us. Therefore, if you
want to train a higher education specialist and are going to
deal with his problems, you've got to set up an artificial sit-
uation in which you can meet black people who represent the wholc
spectrum and try to work shoulder to shoulder. You need to work
with some black people who are engaged in the same enterprise,
and you've got to have some black people on your faculty inter-
preting this situation to you on a day-by-day basis. When I
was asked to come to Rutgers, my potential employer said, "If
you don't have other plans, I want you to be there. Not only do
I want you to come to Rutgers, but I think that every university
ought to have a black person like you to support the whole
system. If once I get you in there I can walk off (116 forget it."
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Now, when I got to Rutgers, the first thing I did was look
around and find out how few experimental things were going on
in the interest of black people. I began to write and work,
and do you know in 36 months--and this isn't trying to boast;
I'm telling you what the efficacy of this strategy is--I
have over 38 graduate students on Federal grants under my
direction. So the salary Rutgers is paying me is reimbursed by
these Federal grants. I really work for Rutgers for nothings
Here I've got 38 black people doing graduate study on Federal
grants. When you bring in onererson who will hustle and will
assert himself and will relate more to the situation, then he
becomes catalytic for the whole thing. And if you're running
the graduate school program in higher education and you have
nothing but white people around and you're going to talk about
serving black people, that's a contradiction. You've got to have
some black people operating in the system. And I'm not talking
about deans only. I'm talking about black people with degrees
and experience who are eligible for high faculty rank and who
can be catalytic in the situation.



PROGRAMS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Lewis B. Mayhew
Professor of Education
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That there is an emerging scholarly domain called generally
the field of higher education there can be no doubt. There are
somewhere between four and eight hundred individuals in the
United States and Canada who call themselves Professors of
Higher Education and who offer a variety of courses dealing with
many aspects of that subject. These courses range from those
dealing with curriculum and instruction in junior colleges
[designed to prepare teachers for those institutions) to courses
on the history of American higher education on to courses se-
eking to elucidate and elaborate the relationships between
higher education and contemporary society. There are several
centers located in universities concentrating on research about
many facets of higher education, ranging from studies of dis-
tinctive types of institutions to studies of institutional press
to investigations of modes of teaching in higher education.
There is an expanding body of literature about higher education
which, taken totally, could very likely establish at least the
major parameters of this growing scholarly field. Just to il-
lustrate, the titles of a random selection of books published
in 1971 indicate something of the scope of this field. The
Study of Religion in Colleges and Universities is an edited
attempt to describe curriculum for collegiate departments of
religion. University Authority and the Student is an attempt to
apply organizational theory to problems of governance in col-
leges and universities. The Courts and Higher Education indi-
cates some of the changing leTiariterpretations of rights and
responsibilities within colleges and universities. Financing
Equal Opportunity in Higher Education examines means by which
various minority groups can be brought in to higher education,
while Camvus Size seeks to establish optimum limits for various
sorts of institutions. Students, Religion and the Contemporary
University is reasonably faithful to its title as is Student
Vlence. Occupying a different point among the parameters is
1176FiliEion Services for Academic Administration which seeks
ways of funnang7i6re effia5g-communications into the hands
of those who mu.A make decisions. Financing Medical Education
and Breaking the Access Barriers: A Profile ig-TWE=Year col-
leges add other to this buigeZEIrig-riteratuxe.

There is strong impressionistic evidence that 'h under-
graduate and graduate students are expressing an i.11,.:nsified
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demand for formal study in higher education. Testimony from
various places around the country suggests that graduate pro-
grams in higher education are experiencing a somewhat higher ap-
plication rate than are many of the more traditional academic
fields. And institutions have begun to respond to this demand
by the creating of formal curricular programs, or at least
through appointing professors of higher education. Further,
products of programs in higher education do enter administrative,
quasi-administrative and scholarly ports.

Because of the rapid expansion of higher education as a
field of study, the time has perhaps arrived for doing several
things. First, the nature of higher education as a discipline
should be explored by those active in the field, particularly
if universities begin to prepare professional students of
higher education. Secondly, the outlines of the field of higher
education should be specified in considerably more detail than
has been done to the present. And, thirdly, some discussion of
types of program should be undertaken to provide instituticns
with assistance in deciding first of all whether or ;lot to enter
the activity, and if the decision is positive, what sorts of
programs are feasible and potentially viable.

With respect to this last matter, at least three somewhat
distinctive types of programs can be visualized, each pursuing
a reasonable and respectable cluster of objectives, yet each
requiring different approaches to staffing, funding and recruit-
ment of students. The first type is an institution which sup-
ports its department or concentration in higher education in a
quest to seek and maintain a national perspective. This sort of
program would, as a general rule, seem to possess a number of
characteristics. Generally, there will be from five to ten
faculty members giving mayor attention to the study
educatioilt7Est this point be misundersto.:Jd, where such in-
dividuals are administratively lodged in a university is less
important than the number and how the various individuals inter-
act with each other. At the University of Michigan and the
University of California, Berkeley, there are a number of full
time professors lodged in the School of Education. At Stanford
and the University of Minnesota there may be one or two pr;fes-
sors lodged in the School of Education but other professors
located in other departments or divisions who are also working
in the same general domain). Generally this sort of program
will emphasize doctoral level work, although some of the pro-
grams may also offer master's level work to students who have a
particular need. Foreign students would be a good example, who
will very likely move into educational leadership in their own
country but for whom a master's degree would be Emple formal
preparation. Consistent with a national perspective, these in-
stitutions would seek to recruit students from all over the
United States and from abroad and would similarly s. - t place
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graduates of the program over a widely dispersed geographic
region. While graduates of these programs in higher education
would undoubtedly find early placement in relatively minor
positions, the aspirations of these programs would be to prepare
people for leadership in the upper echelons, whether it be in
institutions, higher educational bureaucracy, government, or
organized philanthropy. It is almost axiomatic that in this
kind of program the university would support the appointments
in higher education on a hard money base as contrasted with ap-
pointments contingent on extramtral funding. Further, a sub-
stantial number of appointments would be initially made at high
academic rank to individuals who are well established as scholars
in the field. For the most part this sort of program would be
almost exclusively located in complex institutions possessing a
rich variety of scholarly talent and an institutional willingness
to marshal these riches for a sustained program. For this to
happen, of course, it will be necessary that individuals holding
appointment as professors of higher education should be generally
regarded as intellectually the peers of senior professors in
other divisions, departments and units of the university. It
is through mutual regard that such desirable efforts as joint
programs between higher education and a school of law, for
example, can be mounted and sustained. Faculty members in the
kind of program herein envisioned would be characterized by
such phrases as "nationally recognized" "well published" or
other statements indicative of a cosmopolitan orientation toward
their professional practice. This is not to juxtapose cosmo-
politan vs local concern, but it seems likely.that if an insti-
tution wishes to recruit and place students nationally, its
faculty should be nationally recognized. One would assume for
example that faculty at institutions supporting this type of
program would be found in disproportionately large numbers on
various sorts of national committees and commissions studying
higher education. In aggregate these various characteristics
suggest that there would normally be only a limited number of
programs (possibly 10-15) in the country.

A second type of program would be considerably smaller and
considerably more local in the sort of student it intends to
serve. This type could be exemplified as a small program of-
fering formal instruction in higher education to junior admin-
istrators at the institution (for example, training student
personnel workers for the residence hall program) and the
administrators needed to staff junior colleges and other insti-
tutions in the immediate vicinity of the university. This sort
of program also reflects several unique characteristics. There
would 6,i a small, full-time equivalent faculty, rossibly no
more than one or two at the most. There would be quite heavy
use of part-time administrators who would offer practically
oriented courses in their administrative specialties. The
student body would possess a large proportion of nai -time
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students who were actually working at nearby institutions of
higher education. The curriculum would also be severely limited
and would be composed of, for the most part, courses oriented
toward application. Very likely this sort of program would
have neither extensive facilities nor great interest in develop-
ing strong research competencies in students. Rather the quest
would be to develop on-the-job competencies through internships,
apprenticeships or through didactic 'Ise of actual work exper-
ience. Since service to a limited g Dgraphic area would be a
hallmark, the full-time faculty would be more preoccupied with
intimate contact with nearby institutions than with a national
reference group. Their consulting activities would be perhaps
more systematic and sustained but in a limited number of insti-
tutions. The part-time faculty of local administrators would,
of course, be preoccupied most of the time with their adminis-
trative duties. Because of the mission envisioned for this
sort of institution, there probably should be many more programs
than of the first sort. However, even these should be limited
in numbers to perhaps not more than two or three such institutions
in a state strategically located to facilitate the service role.

Nothing invidious is implied by the description of this
second type of institution. Through internships (frequently ar-
ranged on campus), courses offered by active administrators,
and courses in relevant theory by professors in and out of the
School of Education would provide rich educational fare. How-
ever, the stress of the program would be on institutional or
regional needs.

A third kind would possess a much less formal structure
but would still seek limited but important objectives. A good
example would be an institution which offered a limited number
of courses on higher education needed or desired by individuals
preparing for college teaching, especially in the junior colleges.
Since this program would not be elaborately staffed, it would
probably achieve maximum effectiveness by concentrating on pre-
paring people for a single sort of career, e.g., junior college
teaching or teaching in area vocational schools. A variant would
be for a School of Education to maintain one or two faculty
positions which would offer courses on college education and col-
lege teaching for doctoral students in other fields in that insti-
tution. Conceivably these (as would be true of more elaborate
programs) could also teach something about the nature of higher
education to undergraduates who seemingly since 1964 have been
hungry for knowledge about higher education which could help
them reform it. The faculty, for a program of this sort, would
very likely come out of professional education, psychology or
social psychology, for a major preoccupation would very likely
be in the dynamics and methods of teaching and evaluation.

Since presumably programs of higher education o' tl,e first
type will be most instrumental in establishing tilt: pa.,ameters of
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study and setting the general style of curricular development,
research and service, a few other comments seem in order.
Regardless of whether the program: in higher education is con-
centrated or dispersed throughout a university, there should be
a number of appointments of people who could be described as
generalists and whose reseaxch would be largely synthesizing
in character.

Institutions offering programs of the first type may or may
not also support institutes or L;enters for research in higher
education. However, it is important to differentiate between
a department and an institute or center. A department is
essentially the teaching operation with emphasi's on the produc-
tion of advanced' graduate degrees plus the research and scholar-
ship of its faculty. The center properly emphasizes research and
development activities frequently supported by extra-mural
contracts. There is no objection for people appointed primarily
in a center to do some teaching for a department or for students
and faculty in a department to do some research in a center.
However, care should be exercised lest appointments become so
entangled that the support of a department is contingent on
maintenance on extra-mural contracts for the center. The depart-
ments, when constituted, will almost invariably be lodged
administratively in a School of Education. In the past there
:lave been attempts to lodge such departments elsewhere but these
schemes have not materialized partly because the life of a
teaching department is tied to the production of degrees which
is a function of schools, the most relevant one of which would
be the School of Education. What has been said concerning
institutes or centers for the study of higher education could
also be said with respect to other centers dealing with relevant
matters such as a center for the study of the social and be-
havioral sciences. It would be well for there to be close re-
lationships between the department of higher education and the
center but not too close. And the department should never be
reliant for its senior faculty members on extramural funding,
whether managed by a department or by an outside institute.

Generally, in programs of the first type faculty appointments
should be made from a number of different fields, however, with
the clear expectation that a sociologist, economist or political
scientist appointed to a department of higher education would
serve as a professor of higher education, rather than serve as
a professor of sociology or political science in education.
This distinction is a fine one but highly important. One other
caveat reiterates an earlier point that while departments of
higher education should maintain some specialists. e.g., histor-
ian, political scientist, several of its senior faculty members
should always be of the generalist student of higher education
sort.
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The foregoing typology suggests a static quality is not
intended. It should be recognized that institutional concern
for higher education can fluctuate over time with institutions
shifting with respect to what type of program is to be supported.
And there are institutions which desire to move in the opposite
direction. Several imperatives should be mentioned. In some
way or other a more sensitive barometer is needed to inform the
public and the profession of shifts in program character.
Secondly, for those institutions wishing to create type one
kinds of programs, mechanisms ara needed to inform the institution
of full staffing and financial implications and to assist the
institution by means of such techniques as visiting committees
to assess potential strengths and weaknesses and to assist in
planning. The entire thrust of this statement argues that the
nation requires only a limited number of type one programs in
higher education, but it does require those and that those which
are created and maintained be well supported.

There is a present danger that over-proliferation of programs
in higher education will produce an oversupply of people trained
but not finding positions into which they can move. However,
there is evidence that people prepared in well organized, staffed
and financed programs are able to move into leadership positions
with relative ease even at a time of tightening employment pos-
sibilities. This situation seems likely to persist.



REACTIONS TO PROGRAMS IN HIGHER EDUCATION*
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It is difficult to take a position _In opposition to Dr.Lewis Mayhew, as I was asked to do. Always insightful and log-ical, he was especially so today. I was particularly pleasedto see the recognition that higher education programs servediverse purposes.

The division into three types of programs which Dr. Mayhewsuggests makes sense if we concentrate on the purposes servedby the programs: one to prepare
researchers and professors, oneto prepare administrators, and one to prepare college teachers.Obviously some institutions can serve two or all three purposes.If, however, purposes are not the only distinguishing feature ofthe various programs but characteristics of faculty and studentsare also used as Dr. Mayhew suggests (he cited, you will recall,the

geography--nationwide--from which students are recruitedand where they can be placed, the number of faculty and theirstarting rank and salary as additional variables), then threecategories would hardly seem adequate. Since practically all ofthese characteristics of students and faculty can be found ineach of the three types of higher education programs divided ac-cording to purposes, perhaps to characterize programs along linesother than purposes may needlessly
complicate our primary task.

There seemed in Dr. Mayhew's remarks to be an overstress ontype one programs and by contrast a rather myopic view of theother two types. Type one programs will each have 5 to 10 fac-ulty; the other two types will each have one or two faculty.Institutions attempting type one programs need to be informed offull staffing and financial implications, they will need visitingcommittees, the entire thrust being that the nation needs onlya limited number of type one programs but these should be wellsupported.

Well, size of faculty always has and always will be primarilydetermined by the number of students in the program and fundingwill depend upon priorities. Some type three programs may requirelarge faculties and receive good funding. For example, I would

*Reactions to the paper presented by Dr. Lewis P Mayhew.
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like to think that our program at Oklahoma State University canfulfill all three purposes, although primarily our programexists to provide a minor for future college teachers, thensecondarily to prepare administrators, and only occasionallywhen the right students come along do we claim to produce theprofessor type. However, loJking merely at the teacher training
function, we must have done a convincing sales job for we arelarge. Around 100 students a year go through this program, andthis requires more than one or two faculty. Regarding priorit-ies, with the growth of the Doc'-or of Arts and other teaching
degrees, with more and more colleges and universities stressinginstructional improvement or quality teaching, we might expectas great a need and demand for quality faculty to supply the
higher education minor or collateral field for future collegeteachers as Dr. Mayhew spoke about for the type one professor-
researcher-administrator. This does not argue against the need
to categorize but it does suggest a different purpose for doingso.

My next point in representing the loyal opposition is toexpress the fear that if we categorize programs according to thethree types suggested, (the number is not important) we may givethe impression that the best or only place to prepare the pro-
fessor-researcher type is in one of the few, well-funded type-one programs. I would not want to give this impression. Someof the most productive people in this audience were not trainedin type-one programs. They merely founded them. These peopleare productive, though, because the universities they attendedscreened for the best students and then taught them a methodologyof scholarship and research which could be aimed at any levelof education (higher, secondary, or elementary).

With this realization one may wonder if higher education iswell served by categorizations. In my opinion rating studieswith their halo criteria are less needed.

I honestly believe that instead of developing categoriesbased on input variables (such as size of faculty, their rank,their visibility, and so forth), we could serve better a societywhich expects more and more that its organizations be accountableif we think in terms of out ut. In view of this, maybe our ef-forts should be along the ines of specifying the knowledges,
skills, and attitudes that should be produced in someone whowould function as a professor-researcher, as an administrator,and as a college teacher. Then programs could be evaluated andinformation supplied to all who are interested not accordingto the input of the institutions but according to the output ofstudents. We may find that many of the graduates of developinginstitutions would outperform many of the graduates of the typeone programs.
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One point which Dr. Mayhew made cannot be denied, even by
someone called upon to play the opposer's role, and this is the
danger of overproducing graduates of higher education programs.
A friend of mine once quipped that if medical schools had reamed
out M.D.'s during the 60's as graduate schools reamed out Ph.D.'s,
we could now get a heart transplant for a few hundred dollars.
There is the danger of oversupply. The Modern Language Associa-
tion has suggested not only a moratorium on all new programs but
to enforce it a blacklisting of graduates of these new programs.
However, overproliferation of programs may not be as great a
cause of oversupply as the failure to define and enforce en-
trance requirements and the even greater failure to define,
program for, and evaluate the achievement of exit requirements.
Some of the largest, oldest, best funded (and one could add,
some of the greatest beneficiaries of rating studies) have con-
tributed to this problem as much as have younger programs and
institutions. So my plea today would be to forget categorizing
except according to purposes and to stress "output" rather than
"input" variables in our study of higher education programs.
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Of all the questions which can be raised in a discussion of
national guidelines for departments of higher education--ques-
tions such as whether they should exist at all, who should
develop them, what should be their nature and scope, and to what
uses they should be put--perhaps the most controversial is that
dealing with their use. For it is here that the burning question
of departmental accreditation by the profession must be con-
sidered. If, however, accreditation is seen as the entire or
even most important issue in the use of national guidelines,
the profession risks overlooking certain highly valuable ways of
employing those guidelines--nct to mention the possibility of
shying away from them entirely.

National guidelines have, in fact, a number of uses unre-
lated to accreditation. They can, for instance, be seen as the
basis for a taxonomy of established and emerging higher education
departments; or as categories for subdivisions of the Association
of Professors of Higher Education (APHE). But these uses are
peripheral to the major purpose in developing them, for one
could certainly never justify spending much time discussing them
if their only function were to serve only as categories.

Their primary use, it seems, is to serve as criteria for
evaluation, as standards against which departments are assessed
or assess themselves. Mention of evaluation will, of course,
immediately revive the question of accreditation; and will
probably engender some immediate negative reactions such as fear
that guidelines will lead to unjust ranking of departments
against an arbitrary status hierarchy. Such reactions, while
understandable, emphasize only the abuses of the guidelines and
overlook an important positive use 7-Thgm--that of aiding a
department to grow, develop, and attain its objectives through
ongoing self-evaluation.

The contrast between using guidelines for purposes of ac-
creditation and for purposes of development can be clarified byconsidering them as two distinct forms of evaluation requiringseparate conceptual treatment. Theoretical notions introduced
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by Scriven ;1967)1 form the basis for this distinction. Hedescribed two roles which evaluation could play in curriculumevaluation--roles which are analogous to those possible inevaluating departments. The first is called summative and re-fers to gathering observation-based information about a phenome-non, organizing it, and making it the basis of a terminal deci-sion, a summary judgment about whether a program should continue,end, or be changed. This type of evaluation definitely impliesaccreditation and is subject to all the advantages and disad-vantages of that process. Formative evaluation however--thesecond role described by Scriven2--is quite different. It tooinvolves gathering observation-based information, but then im-mediately feeding it back to the group being assessed so thatthe group will know whether and to what extent its approachesand goals need to be modified. Formative evaluation by a de-partment would consist ideally of (a) deciding upon its objectives,(b) of assessing and developing its strengths and weakness forpursuing those objectives, (c) of choosing the steps it needs totake to move toward its objectives, and (d) of assessing its
progress toward those objectives and the sense of how appropriatethey are in relation to how appropriate they were originallythought to be. Whether this process is carried out by membersof the department being assessed or by a team of professionals
acting as consultants is immaterial so long as the purpose is
developmental change and the method is full and immediate feed-back.

The Use of National Guidelines in Departmental Development

As noted above there are four aspects of formative depart-mental evaluation: choice of objectives, assessment of strengths
and weaknesses, choice of development strategies, and on-goingprogress assessment. For each of these the national guidelinescan assist by providing valuable information.

1. Choice of objectives. The first step in development for anydepartment is a clear formulation of its objectives. Only inthe light of its own chosen goals can a department make unbiasedand accurate evaluations about itself or be fairly evaluatedby others. One characteristic of the proposed national guide-
lines will be their role in categorizing the different objectivewhich higher education departments might have. There are, atfirst glance, three general kinds of objectives within whichnational guidelines can provide sub-categorizations and

1. Scriven, N. The Methodology of Evaluation. Perspectiveof Curriculum Evaluation. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1967.
2. Ibid.
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relationships. Departmental objectives might, for example, be
oriented toward the study of particular issues of problem areas
in higher education, such as administrative problems, or govern-
mental planning. Or they might be oriented toward specific
clienteles, as for example a departments' wishing to serve the
professional advancement of teachers and administrators in sur-
rounding community colleges and Liberal Arts colleges. A third
type of objective might involve preparing students for certain
kinds of careers such as college teachers or institutional re-
searchers. The descriptive categorizations of possible de-
partmental objectives which the national guidelines will include
should assist departments in choosing appropriate, needed, and
attainable objectives; in assessing the quality of those already
chosen; and, if necessary, in developing new objectives to fit
changed conditions.

A specific and often overlooked problem in choosing ob-
jectives which the guidelines can help alleviate concerns com-
petition among neighboring higher education departments over the
same or similar objectives. In the Northeast, for example, we
at Buffalo have been considering the extent to which we ought to
be aware of neighboring programs at Toronto, Syracuse, Albany,
and even Michigan or Columbia. Should we choose our objectives
in the light of what we perceive theirs to be? This may well be
important because the context in which we all operate demands
that we fulfill many different needs; and knowing their goals
could help us choose ours. The development and spread of
national guidelines can assist us and departments in other areas
to avoid dysfunctional competition for the same students, faculty,
and finances while at the same time helping assure that the
region's needs are met.

2. Assessment of Departmental strengths and weaknesses. Having
chosen its objectives, a department will then set out to determine
just which aspects of its program can assist in attaining them
and which aspects may serve as hindrances. Often, of course,
the choice of objectives, will be influenced by known strengths
and weaknesses; but for emerging and developing departments
such a posture is to be avoided. Rather should objectives be
chosen for their appropriateness; and vigorous efforts made to
discover and eradicate weaknesses while capitalizing on and
extending strengths. National guidelines can assist in this
process by providing descriptions of different faculty, student
and institutional resources which are both minimal and optimal
for different objectives.

If,.for instance, a department chooses to move toward the
preparation of college teachers then careful assessment should
be made of whether or not its faculty have adequate background,
interest, and expertise for providing that kind of- training. A
faculty strong in research skills or administrative -xperience--
two very common patterns in departments of higher eou,z,tion--
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may not be the strongest kind of faculty for adequately pursuing
the tasks of teacher preparation. Similarly, departments must
assess the quality of their students in relation to departmental
objectives. Departments whose students are largely part-time
administrators can find this a g:reat strength if their orienta-
tion is to practical up-grading of administrative skills; but
for departments whose objectives are more theoretical--for in-
stance to study the history and philosophy of higher education-
such students may be a liability. Finally, departments must
consider what institutional resources are available and whether
these can be tapped for moving toward the department's objec-
tives. Extent of library resources, adequacy of extra-mural
funding, the availability of faculty in other disciplines with
interests in higher education, and a central administration eager
to attain national prominence--these are the strengths of a
department whose aim is national status, but the weaknesses of
departments which have chosen limited local objectives.

National guidelines specifying minimum resources, faculty
orientations, and student characteristics appropriate to dif-
ferent departmental objectives can serve as a useful standard
to departments engaged in assessing strengths and weaknesses.

3. Choice of development strategies. With a clear notion of
wher-J-TE7Wishes to go and of the resources it can and cannot
muster to go there, the next step is for a department to decide
which approaches it can take to upgrade its weaknesses and make
use of its strengths. Decisions will need to be made about
whether or not to recruit new faculty, whether or not these
should be persons of same or different backgrounds, whether more
or less teaching (or research) should be encouraged on the part
of present faculty, and whether or not more professional af-
filiations should be sought. Regarding students, decisions need
to be made about admissions policies, recruitment strategies,
what kinds of courses should be offered, and whether special
training programs such as administrative or teaching intern-
ships should be encouraged or required. Furthermore, approaches
to the internal administration and/or external funding agencies
may need to be made to gain the resources necessary to pursue
an objective. Guidelines can aid this process in two ways.
First, by cataloguing the different programs by objective within
and in proximity to a certain area, the guidelines will give
departments information with which they can argue for funds to
fill some local or regional gap. If, for instance, many com-
munity colleges in a region are in need of qualified teachers,
and a review of programs in the area shows none oriented to meet
this need, i.e., none whose objectives match the relevant
national guidelines for such programs, a strong argument can be
mounted for funds to allow a department to meet that need.

A second, more general way the national guidelir's ,:an as-
sist departments in devising strategies for development is by
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providing a descriptive record of what other departments have al-
ready done to achieve their objectives. The guidelines can be
seen as maps or as records of the experiences of others in the
profession, chronicling the successful and unsuccessful
strategies which have been used, and guiding similar departments
toward effective strategies and away from ineffective ones.

4. On-going progress assessment. The essence of formative or
developmental evaluation is continual or at least frequent
assessments of progress toward chosen objectives. At the very
least, departments of higher education should take periodic
stock, subjecting objectives, resources, and development
strategies to close scrutiny. From time to time, such asses-
sments could be supplemented by visits from members of the higher
education profession such as the panel which visited us at
Buffalo. The emphasis in these visits should be, as it was for
us, on direct and constructive feedback about stated objectives,
the resources available with which to pursue them, and the
practices being followed which seemed functional as well as the
practices which seemed dysfunctional in attaining those ob-
jectives.

National guidelines can serve as criteria and as milestones
for assessing the appropriateness of the objectives, the im-
portance to the objectives of different departmental strengths
and weaknesses, and the relevance to fulfilling the objectives
of current and/or anticipated departmental practices. It
should be emphasized--lest some be disturbed by the spectre of
APHE experts descending upon departments of higher education
armed with "National Guidelines" to whip them with--that (a) the
purpose of on-going formative evaluation is feedback, not
judgment, (b) most such evaluations will be done internally by
the members themselves of departments with outside panels
serving infrequently--by invitation--and only as consultants,
and (c) that if guidelines are established, they will not be
imposed by some mysterious "on-high" but will grow out of the
needs, experiences, and deliberations of all APHE members.

Summary and Conclusions

National guidelines can be, but most definitely need not
be, the source of abuse--of the establishment by our profession
of a rigid hierarchy of departments and of an elite clique of
inward-looking intellectual chauvinists. They need not even
be used as the basis for accreditation decisions by professional
agencies, governments, or institutions. Their primary role
should be--because it is their most constructive role--formative.
National guidelines fill this role by providing information
with which departments themselves can select their objectives,
analyze strengths and weaknesses, devise developmen sreqgies,
and assess progress toward the objectives chosen.
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Seeing national guidelines in this light leads to sugges-
tions about their characteristics and the steps to be followed
in devising them. It is with these that this paper concludes:

1. National guidelines should comprise categories of different
objectives which departments of higher education can pursue.
Such categories should be extensive but neither exhaustive
nor exclusive, and should be continually open to modifica-
tion.

2. National guidelines should discuss the minimal requirements
of faculty, student, and institutional resources necessary
for achieving different objectives. The emphasis here should
be on discussion of minimum requirements rather than setting
of such requirements and due account should be taken of
departmental differences by the use of flexible ranges for
such minima rather than fixed rules.

3. National guidelines should chronicle the development of both
successful and unsuccessful programs, with careful analysis
of the factors and strategies which make for siccess and
failure in each instance.

4. National guidelines should discuss a schedule for internal
evaluations by departments of higher education and should
suggest different approaches to the assessment process, to
decision-making for internal change, and to techniques of
feeding back evaluation information quickly and completely.
Suggestions should also be considered regarding feasible
and non-threatening means of reporting the methods used in
such evaluations to other members of the profession so
that all evaluation techniques can constantly be upgraded.

5. Every effort should be made to keep the national guidelines
descriptive rather than prescriptive.

6. Members of the Association of Professors of Higher Educa-
tions (APHE) should take responsibility for developing and
maintaining the guidelines and for developing the necessary
expertise to serve as consultants to each other in using
them as aids to assessment.

7. Finally--and not surprisingly--if the APHE decides that the
notion of establishing national guidelines is worthwhile
and feasible, a committee should be formed to develop the
idea, extend and clarify the guidelines proposed today,
gather from other APHE members their ideas about the nature
and use of the guidelines, and report formally to the As-
sociation its findings before next year.


